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Chair:  Angela Wartel 

Attendees: Bob Daugherty, Angela Wartel, Jeremy Blades, Tamara Harmon, Jennifer Otto, Amy Jenott, 
Mecale McAtee 

Not 
Present: Tami Moore, Jordan Spencer, Lisa Steele 

 
Committee Members:  
Region 1-Bob Daugherty 
Region 2-Angela Wartel 
Region 3-Jeremy Blades 
Region 4- Tamara Harmon 
Region 5-Tami Moore 
Region 6- Jordan Spencer 
HMIS Support Staff-Jennifer Otto, Amy Jenott 
IHFA Lisa Steele 
Boise CoC – VACANT 
 
NEW ITEMS: 

1. Angela Wartel convened the meeting and took roll call 

 Jennifer Otto welcomed Mecale McAtee to the committee, sitting in on committees when she can 
to gain a better understanding of what each do. Mecale is the Housing Support Programs 
Coordinator for IHFA. 

2. Angela opened the floor for review to finalize & vote on February Minutes 

 First motion: Bob 

 Second motion: Jeremy  

 None opposed 
3. Angela opened the floor for Jennifer to cover a proposal for new collection of these Data Elements: 

 Client’s County and City of Current Residence, but would be able to exclude DV. 

 Jennifer wanted to bring to the committee the idea for new Data Clements to submit to the IHCC 
board for their next meeting. Idea would be asking that the CoC requires the collection of these 
for their CoC and ESG funded projects. The board can approve as optional or required. HUD has 
required so we have to do those. 

o Client Current County of Residence 
o Client Current City of Residence 

 Jennifer mentioned that the HMIS lead is getting way more requests for counts for counties and 
cities, but we can’t do that right now since we don’t collect that. We only have the agency address 
which is not where the client is. Jennifer relayed that this would not be collecting client’s 
addresses, just their county and city where they are at. Homeless Connect does collect county but 
it’s spotty since it’s not required. Jennifer would have the caveat that DV would not be required. 
These same data elements are collected by other federal partners so they are in HMIS and they 
would be easy to add if approved. 

 Jennifer opened the floor for questions 
o Bob Daughtery said he does collect the county. 



o Jeremy Blades asked do we add city and county at project entry? Jennifer relayed they are 
flat fields so they could be updated, through the interim process so when we pulled 
reports we would be able to see those updates. Example: we would be able to break 
down for R3 by counties- but right now we can’t do that. She relayed that PIT when we do 
the surveys they do collect where they were surveyed- we ask where they reside when 
they become homeless. If we can record that in HMIS as current residence- Jennifer said 
we could add to that, but she wasn’t sure how much the board wanted to add with more 
data elements where it’s more overwhelming.  

o Bob asked if this was a UDE- Jennifer relayed that it was not, it would be for the only 
projects we can require would be CoC and ESG funded projects. Bob mentioned it would 
be helpful for COVID funds, Bob said data is good, data doesn’t lie. 

 Angela opened the floor for any other questions & for the vote 
o First motion: Tamara Harmon 
o Second motion: Bob Daughtery 
o None opposed, committee approved new location data elements for submittal to IHCC 

board meeting in April. 

 
 

 

FOLLOW-UP ITEMS:  
1. Data availability and requests 

 Angela asked about getting eviction data for the regions. Amy Jenott mentioned the manual 
process, which it doesn’t appear that any one place collects that information- and if they do it’s 
from 2016. Collecting it for each region would requiring manually sifting through court records to 
count them by hand. Angela asked about the reality of being able to do that. 

 Jeremy Blades took the floor to discuss data availability and requests made from his Regional 
Coalition: 

i. Jeremy relayed their coalition came up with a heavy list, some may not be possible. 
Someone had told him that the Canyon county vacancy rate was lower than Ada county- 
but was not sure how they knew that. Jeremy mentioned that he also tried to find 
vacancy points but they were old and not sure how accurate they are. Eviction rates and 
vacancy rates were what people are interested in but is not sure how to get those. 

ii. Jeremy relayed that there was a question about HMIS data reports and whether we were 
able to make that available to other people? 

 Jennifer relayed- the HMIS data we cannot make it available for anyone to just 
get into HMIS, it’s a private data base just for Homelessness providers. They all 
have the ability to request reports, we have the information request form located 
on IHFA’s website- if there is something they want on a regularly basis. The only 
thing with reporting is staff capacity, Jennifer relayed to have people ask. Some 
information is much more available than others.  

 Jeremy asked where to get the form- Jennifer relayed it’s on our website, or email 
HMIS@ihfa.org and we can give them a form. We have to do the form for all data 
requests because one of the requirements for HMIS since we’re the lead, we have 
to know who’s asking, for what purpose, we don’t want to give data to be used in 
a way that’s not consistent with what they are asking. Jennifer relayed we need 
something to protect our agencies and our CoC- to show that this is what they 
asked us for in case they are using it incorrectly. The only people that can run 
those reports is the HMIS lead- agencies can run their own data, but they can’t 
run for the whole BoS or outside their agency due to privacy and sharing. Jennifer 
relayed there’s a lot of talk about getting a dashboard out- since IHFA is a housing 
finance agency, there are lots things to work through like software, IT, legal, what 
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we can provide publically, etc. Jennifer relayed to please keep asking to keep it in 
the discussion. 

iii. Jeremy relayed the coalition also wanted to know what agencies are HUD funded? Jeremy 
relayed the person in the coalition wanted to know if we could get that information each 
year at more frequency than just the IHFA annual report. 

 Jennifer relayed- all projects in our CoC, funded or not, are on the Housing 
Inventory Count, they give us their PIT and their bed counts, which is located on 
the HUD exchange. We have that every year- it’s not how many people were 
served, but how many they can serve. Jennifer relayed we could put it on our 
website once it’s finalized. Jennifer wants to know if they want to know the 
capacity to house people. Or is it client count? Capacity is how many units. 

 Jeremy relayed they are more interested in units. Jennifer relayed that client 
count we cannot provide that without agency permission. Each agency would 
have to give us permission in order to do that. 

a. Jeremy clarified we can give them capacity, but cannot give client counts. 
Jennifer confirmed. And asked what the intent is behind to know what 
each agency is doing? Jennifer relayed the CoC board could know those 
things. 

b. Jeremy relayed it was more about who’s getting money and where can 
they send them. Jennifer relayed they should send them the Homeless 
Connect, so they house them when openings come up that’s what HC is. 
Jennifer relayed that we can tell them what the capacity in our CoC is. 
Jennifer relayed this would likely more a special report for once a year- 
any more than that may not be able to do that due to staffing capacity. 

 Bob Daughtery asked- how do we know asking for this data is not a watch dog 
group for funding? Or our clients? 

a. Jennifer relayed that this information is available publically on the HUD 
exchange. How many units, and their breakouts households with children 
or just adults households. 

b. Bob asked, if someone wants data- we have a vetting process. 

 Jeremy mentioned these questions are coming from the McKinny 
Vento school liaisons. 

 Jennifer relayed if they want specific requests- we have policies 
and procedures that allow for requests. The governance 
agreement spells out how we can share. Who are you, what are 
you asking for? What’s the intent? When we run it we look for 
outliers so we don’t give out information that may be used to 
identify people. We only do aggregate- we never do it by project, 
only region. The housing information on the HUD exchange does 
give that information- it is public.  

 Jeremy said he would let them know it’s on the HUD exchange. 

 Jennifer relayed other people have also asked about that- R3 is 
not the only ones looking for that. 

 Jeremy- asked- when we were talking about vacancy rates- where 
those were found. Amy relayed she had looked into eviction rates 
and those are found by searching the specific counties court 
records and likely having to count them by hand.  

 Jennifer relayed she googled and came across BSU, which Angela 
might have mentioned but the dashboard that would not load. 
The data was spotty. It was hard to get for the whole state. 



c. Angela mentioned that she was glad she wasn’t the only one who had 
trouble finding those. 

 Bob asked about data elements for education- he relayed there is a demographic report in HMIS that 
pulls level of education data. Bob relayed his Executive Director thinks being able to collect level of 
education to tie that to homelessness. Bob asked about making it required for CoCs to advocate to 
Idaho to increase its level of education funding. Bob opened the floor for discussion- 

 Jennifer relayed that she agrees- she has had this one on our lists for a long time. 
Those data sets are required for RHY and VA SSVF projects, so they are really easy 
to add as an additional assessment in HMIS if approved. Last grade completed- is 
the Data Element. It lists them out in drop down- it has them broken out. Jennifer 
agrees this information would be really helpful and good thing to be able to marry 
it with the income, increasing income is often attached to education, and one of 
our goals as a CoC is increasing that income. Without that data though we don’t 
know. 

 Jeremy relayed it sounds like it’s easy to add and it would be valuable. Jeremy 
asked why it was stopped before? 

a. Jennifer relayed there used to be a lot of stuff collected. So we dialed it 
back to just HUD required by funding source. That’s why it’s important to 
make sure the EE type is right (HUD,VA,etc) it pulls up the right 
assessment. Jennifer said it could be put it with a header, she believes 
enough people would start collecting. 

 Jennifer relayed it would be nice for the city/county for ESG or CoC to be required, and it would also be 
nice to add the education. Jennifer said we when we present these- we need a reasoning, if we have a 
goal or plan. For the education levels- are we looking at it to see if we can increase their income or better 
their housing situation? We need to tell the board that? 

 Bob relayed it would be points of correlation between level of income and 
education- Bob mentioned there doesn’t seem to be a lot of answers for why 
people are becoming homeless. He mentioned he knows people with higher level 
degrees that have lost their jobs. No rent control. Looking for relevancy to get a 
clear picture. 

 Amy agreed with Bob on looking at the connections between Idaho’s lack of funding 
and possible connections to homelessness. 

 Angela agreed that including that education to be able to report back to the 
legislature- every day they are cutting back funding for education, and this would 
be important to know. 

b. Angela asked if we can combine it- 
c. Jennifer said she would combine it with two sections, she will present it 

as the committee’s recommendation for additional data fields. And why 
we want city/ count/ and why that’s used, and then education and why 
we want them. So it’s not all or nothing. She would love to do that. 

 First motion: Bob Daughtery 

 Second motion: Jeremy blades 

 None opposed, committee approves requesting education data 
elements be added as required to the IHCC board. 

 
 

POINTS OF INFORMATION: 
1. Regional Housing Coalition/Agency Updates 

 Region 1, Bob Daughtery: Bob relayed, they got over 100 bed nights at the warming center, what 
we’re finding out is we have lower count than in the past due to milder weather. Finding out 
stimulus payments are being used to get rooms. The counts are down. We are about to wrap it 



up, it goes until March 1st. In the works, new buildings for new construction for upcoming years 
for more warming shelters, shelter expansions, and group homes. Just in the proposal and 
funding availability. We’re open by appointment, not open to public yet. Summertime before 
we’re considering it. 

 Region 2, Angela Wartel: Angela relayed she reached out to Cliff to ask him about data they 
would be interested in including. We meet at the end of the month. 

 Region 3, Jeremy Blades: Jeremy relayed he already shared about most of the regional updates 
and the data points. Not much else has changed, still working on subcommittee groups going in 
lots of different directions. Exciting times. Biggest news is meeting in person next meeting. 

 Region 4, Tamara Harmon: Tamara relayed our collation participated in the PIT, then our coalition 
is focusing on building membership. For participating in the meetings to better connect tot 
services and to understand what homelessness looks like. Starting the process of drafting bylaws 
for the collation so have more structure and bring on more board members on and how they can 
help and the expectations of membership are. 

 Region 5: no one on call 

 Region 6: no one on call 

 Other Updates: none. 
2. Next Conference Call: April 8, 2021 

 
Meeting adjourned 11:56/mst 

 
 

 
 

 
 


